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General

Earbuds Type Canal / True Wireless
Driver Dynamic / 6.0mm

    Waterproof Rating IPX5
    Weight 5.0g (either L or R)

Connectivity
 Bluetooth® 
    Supported Profiles 
    Supported Codecs 
    Maximum Range 

Version 5.2
A2DP, AVRCP. HFP, HSP
SBC, AAC, Qualcomm® aptX™ Adaptive 
10m (33 feet) without interference 

Battery
Playback Time Up to 24 h (Approx. 9 h*1 + 15 h*2)
Charging Time Earbuds : Approx. 2 h, Charging Case : Approx. 2 h      

Accessories
USB Power Cable USB A-C (0.3m)
Eartips 4 sizes (XS/S/M/L)

Features
Listening Care Yes

    Ambient Sound Yes
    Voice Assistants Yes (Siri® / Google Assistant)

Gaming Mode Yes
 Mic Yes 

App Headphone Control 

Headphone Control
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The Yamaha legacy of crafting the finest musical 
instruments allows an earbud design that captures what the 
artist intended you to hear.

DELICATE YET DYNAMIC

CALLING THAT’S CLEARLY BETTER
Two microphones on each earbud with Qualcomm® cVc (Clear 
Voice Capture) effectively pick up your voice, isolate it and deliver 
it to the other party in perfect clarity even in noisy environments.

GAMING MODE
Reduce the lag between sound and video when watching 
videos or playing games.*3

ACTIVATE VOICE ASSISTANTS
Quickly activate Siri® or Google Assistant with just a touch. 
the touch sensor.

MULTIPOINT CONNECTIVITY
Connect to two Bluetooth® devices simultaneously, such as 
a smartphone and a PC. When receiving an incoming call 
from one of them, take the call without switching devices.

LONG BATTERY LIFE
Keeps you going all day long with 9 hours from the earbuds 
and another 15 hours from the charging case.

AMBIENT SOUND
Stay aware of your surroundings, even while listening to 
music.*4

WATER RESISTANT
With an IPX5 water-resistance rating, a little sweat or rain 
won’t harm these earbuds, making them perfect for exercise 
and life on the go.

STAY CONNECTED
Qualcomm® TrueWireless™ Mirroring with role swapping 
provides stable Bluetooth® connection and saves power.

TAKE YOUR MUSIC ANYWHERE WITH TRUE SOUND

TRUE SOUND OTHER FEATURES

OPERATION

Touch Control*5

1 sec

1 sec Hold

Single touch

Double touch

1 sec

L R

Lowering volume typically 
results in a perceived loss 
of certain frequencies, a 
phenomenon of human 
hearing. Listening Care 
intelligently adjusts the EQ 
to provide full-range sound 
even at a lower volume.

TW-E3C delivers 
breathtaking clarity with 
expressive instrument 
nuances. Enjoy accurate 
reproduction of vocals 
hear the atmosphere of 
the recording venue. 
hhghghg

LISTENING CARE

LOVE MUSIC, FOR A LIFETIME

*1 Playback time with fully charged earbuds. *2 Total playback time after three charges in a fully charged charging case. *3 The amount of video and audio delay varies depending on the 
usage environment and wearing conditions. *4 Ability to hear external sounds can vary depending on surrounding conditions and the volume of audio content played while in this mode. 
*5 The touch control assignments can be changed with the Headphone Control app.

The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by Yamaha Corporation is under license. Other trademarks and trade names 
are those of their respective owners. Qualcomm aptX and Qualcomm TrueWireless are products of Qualcomm Technologies, Inc. and /or its subsidiaries. Qualcomm and Qualcomm TrueWireless are 
trademarks of Qualcomm Incorporated, registered in the United States and other countries. Siri is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries and regions. 




